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William H. Brown  
Business Records and Correspondence, 1882-1901.

**Business Items**

1. Business ledger, 1882-1901, indexed

2. Single page from another ledger book (1882), including business accounts


4. Funeral expense record for Browne's father, 1901

**Correspondence**

5. The Inland subscription renewal notice (no date)

6. Letter of inquiry to Carter Book and News Co. concerning prices and possible employment (1901)

7. Collection agency's request for payment on behalf of The Inland (June 8, 1901)

**Biographical Note**

8. Brief biographical statement about Brown's father at the time of his death.

**Miscellaneous Items**

9. The Inland Souvenir Spoon offer
10. The Inland Souvenir Spoon offer
11. Odd Fellow card
12. Envelope to Brown from The Inland (1900)
13. Envelope, The Inland